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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Manage command snippets and solution examples from command line or through a RESTish API that follows subset
of JSON API specification v1.0.

The Snippy tool is intended to support software development and troubleshooting workflows by collecting command
examples and troubleshooting solutions into one manager. The tool may be helpful for example when working with
different open source components that all have different configuration settings and troubleshooting methods. You
can share the best examples through REST API server or by exporting and importing the data with common data
serialization languages YAML or JSON.
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CHAPTER 2

Installation

To install, run:

pip install snippy --user

To remove, run:

pip uninstall --yes snippy

To install from Docker Hub, run:

docker pull heilaaks/snippy

To install from Github, run:

git clone https://github.com/heilaaks/snippy.git
cd snippy
make install

To try for the very first time, run:
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CHAPTER 3

Features

3.1 Terminal

Content managed by Snippy is divided into two categories called snippets and solutions. Snippets are short command
examples and solutions are longer solution descriptions. You can add metadata like links and tags to help to search
content.

You can operate snippet or solution content with six basic operations: create, search, update, delete, import and export.
These operations manage the content in persistent file storage installed into the same place as the tool.

3.2 Server

You can run the Snippy as a server. The server can create, search, update and delete snippets and solutions. The server
operates through RESTish API that follows a subset of JSON API v1.0 specification.

The server does not bind to any address by default and the server-host option must be always defined. The server-host
option supports format <ip>:<port. You can also define the log format between string and JSON and verbosity level
of logs.

The API is experimental and changes can be expected. The API is documented in Swagger Hub OpenAPI definitions.

The JSON REST API server is available only when the tool is installed from Docker Hub or directly from the source
code.

# Start server by sharing host network and enable JSON logs with limited
# message length. Always remove previosly started container before running
# container with new options set.
docker rm -f snippy
sudo docker run -d --net="host" --name snippy heilaaks/snippy --server-host 127.0.0.
→˓1:8080 --log-json -vv
curl -s -X GET "http://127.0.0.1:8080/api/snippy/rest/snippets?limit=2" -H "accept:
→˓application/vnd.api+json" | python -m json.tool
curl -X GET "http://127.0.0.1:8080/api/snippy/rest/snippets?sall=docker&limit=2" -H
→˓"accept: application/vnd.api+json" | python -m json.tool (continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

# Start the server and define the port and IP address when the network is
# shared between the container and host. Generate full length logs with
# the --debug option.
docker rm -f snippy
sudo docker run -d --net="host" --name snippy heilaaks/snippy --server-host 127.0.0.
→˓1:8080 --log-json --debug
curl -s -X GET "http://127.0.0.1:8080/api/snippy/rest/snippets?sall=docker&limit=2" -
→˓H "accept: application/vnd.api+json" | python -m json.tool

# Run the server with string logs.
docker rm -f snippy
sudo docker run -d --net="host" --name snippy heilaaks/snippy --server-host 127.0.0.
→˓1:8080 -vv

You can query the server logs with the Docker log command.

docker logs snippy

You can remove the server with the rm command.

docker rm -f snippy

Note that Docker container is immutable and it does not share volume from the host. If you want to run a server that
allows content modification, you must install the server from code repository.

git clone https://github.com/heilaaks/snippy.git
cd snippy
make server

With a local server, you can change to location of the storage from the default. If the default content is needed, you
need to import it into the new location before starting the server.

snippy import --defaults --storage-path ${HOME}/devel/temp
snippy import --defaults --solution --storage-path ${HOME}/devel/temp
snippy --server-host 127.0.0.1:8080 --storage-path ${HOME}/devel/temp -vv
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CHAPTER 4

Usage

4.1 Terminal

Snippy command line commands always must include content operation and category. Content operation is one of the
six basic operations and the category can be snippet or solution. The content category is snippet by default. Metadata
attached to the content allows adding brief description of the content, single group to which the content belongs, list
of tags to assist search operations and a list of links for more information about the content.

Snippy tool outputs always OK after successful operation and NOK with a failure string in case of failure. You can
use debug option with the command to investigate possible problems. For more detailed troubleshooting instructions,
please refer to the development section.

The workflow chapter contains use cases and examples.

Note: The tool is used by the author in Linux environment. There is an edit functionality with editor that always
assumes vi editor. This limitation can be circumvented by using text based templates to import content or command
line options in case of snippets.

Note: The default content is provided “as is” basis without warranties of any kind.

4.2 Server

Snippy can be run as a server. In this case you must access the content through a REST API with same principles as
from command line.

7
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CHAPTER 5

Workflows

5.1 Getting help

Use help option with keyword examples to read about basic usage. Read the documentation from Read the Docs or
dive into the code in Github.

snippy --help
snippy --help examples

5.2 Creating content

5.2.1 Creating snippet with vi editor

Following command uses vi editor to create new content. The command opens an input template where you can define
the mandatory snippet and optional brief description, group, tags and links related to the snippet.

snippy create --snippets --editor

5.2.2 Creating snippet from text template

Following commands allows using a text template to import new snippet.

snippy export --snippets --template
snippy import --snippets -f snippet-template.txt

5.2.3 Creating snippet from command line

You can add new snippet directly from command line. How ever, easiest way to create new content is to use editor.

9
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snippy create --content 'docker rm $(docker ps -a -q)' --brief 'Remove all docker
→˓containers' --tags docker,image,cleanup
snippy create --content 'docker rm --volumes $(docker ps --all --quiet)' --brief
→˓'Remove all docker containers with volumes' --group docker --tags docker-ce,docker,
→˓moby,container,cleanup --links 'https://docs.docker.com/engine/reference/
→˓commandline/rm/'

5.2.4 Creating solution from text template

snippy export --solutions --template
snippy import --snippets -f solution-template.txt

5.3 Searching content

5.3.1 Printing all examples on terminal

It is possible to list all snippets on screen by using dot as a search keyword.

snippy search --sall .
OK

5.3.2 Filtering with grep

With Linux grep it is possible to filter for example only the actual commands from the search query.

snippy search --sall . --no-ansi | grep '\$'
snippy search --sgrp docker --no-ansi | grep '\$'

Filtering out solution content to list only the metadata.

snippy search --solution --sall . | grep -Ev '[^\s]+:'

5.4 Updating content

5.4.1 Updating snippet with vi editor

Following command allows updating existing snippet with vi editor. The command will launch a vi editor which
allows you to modify the content. The content is updated automatically after the file is saved and editor is exit.

snippy update --digest 54e41e9b52a02b63

5.4.2 Updating solution from text template

Following commands allow updating existing solution by exporting the content to text file and importing it again.

10 Chapter 5. Workflows
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snippy export --digest 76a1a02951f6bcb4
snippy import --digest 76a1a02951f6bcb4 --file howto-debug-elastic-beats.txt

5.4.3 Updating duplicated content with message digest

There is an unique constraint defined for the content. This means that two examples with the same content cannot be
stored. There are two supported work flows.

The tool will prompt failure log with a message digest for content that is already existing. User can change the create
operation to update and define the message digest. This will launch a vi editor that contain the values that were
previously stored. User may change the values in editor and save the content which will get then updated.

snippy create --content 'docker rm $(docker ps -a -q)' --brief 'Remove all docker
→˓containers' --tags docker,image,cleanup
NOK: content already exist with digest f6062e09e2c11b47
snippy update --digest f6062e09e2c11b47
OK

5.4.4 Updating duplicated content by defining content

The tool will prompt failure log with a message digest for content that is already existing. User can change the create
operation to uddate and use the same command. This will launch a vi editor with the content defined in command
line. If some of the values are not defined in command line, they are shown as previously stored. User may change the
values in editor and save the content which will get then updated.

snippy create --content 'docker rm $(docker ps -a -q)' --brief 'Remove all docker
→˓containers' --tags docker,image,cleanup
NOK: content already exist with digest 5feded9ec5945d6a
snippy update --content 'docker rm $(docker ps -a -q)' --brief 'Remove all docker
→˓containers' --tags docker,image,cleanup
OK

5.5 Deleting content

Delete snippet with index.

snippy delete --digest 96471dce19fe9c90

5.6 Migrating content

5.6.1 Exporting content

Following commands allow exporting all snippets and solutions to YAML file that you use to back-up your data.
The commands below will create snippets.yaml and solutions.yaml files into same directory where the command was
executed. You can define the file name and path with the -f|–file option.

5.5. Deleting content 11
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snippy export --snippets
snippy export --snippets -f my-snippets.yaml
snippy export --solutions
snippy export --solutions -f my-solutions.yaml

5.6.2 Importing content

Following commands allow importing snippets and solutions from default YAML files named snippets.yaml and so-
lutions.yaml that must be located in the same directory where the command is executed. You can define the file name
and path with the -f|–file option.

snippy import --snippets
snippy import --solutions

12 Chapter 5. Workflows



CHAPTER 6

Api

POST /{category}
Add new resource in defined category.

Parameters

• category (string) – # Brief

Resource category.

Status Codes

• 201 Created – Resource created

• 400 Bad Request – Request not syntactically correct

• 403 Forbidden – Using client generated ID is not supported

• 500 Internal Server Error – Internal server error

GET /{category}
Search resource

Parameters

• category (string) – # Brief

Resource category.

Query Parameters

• sall (array) – # Brief

Search given keywords.

• stag (array) – # Brief

Limit search to resources that have defined tags.

• sgrp (array) – # Brief

Limit search to resources that are in defined groups.
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• digest (array) – # Brief

Limit search to resources that are have given digest.

• uuid (array) – # Brief

Limit search to resources that are have given uuid.

• filter (string) – # Brief

Filter search result with given regexp.

• limit (string) – # Brief

Limit resources in search result.

• fields (array) – # Brief

Limit fields that are returned in result list.

• sort (string) – # Brief

Sort based on defined field.

• offset (string) – # Brief

Offset from the beginning of the search results.

Status Codes

• 200 OK – OK

• 400 Bad Request – Request not syntactically correct

• 404 Not Found – Resource not found

• 500 Internal Server Error – Internal server error

POST /{category}/{id}
Override POST with PUT, PATCH or DELETE

Parameters

• category (string) – # Brief

Resource category.

• id (string) – # Brief

Resource identity that can be either digest or UUID. Partial identities are allowed but they
may result multiple matching resources which is an error. The id path parameter must
uniquely identify the requested resource.

Status Codes

• 200 OK – OK

• 204 No Content – Resource deleted

• 400 Bad Request – Request not syntactically correct

• 403 Forbidden – Using client generated ID is not supported

• 404 Not Found – Resource not found

• 500 Internal Server Error – Internal server error

Request Headers
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• X-HTTP-Method-Override – # Brief

Override POST method with PUT, PATCH or DELETE.

PUT /{category}/{id}
Update defined resource based on given identity.

Parameters

• category (string) – # Brief

Resource category.

• id (string) – # Brief

Resource identity that can be either digest or UUID. Partial identities are allowed but they
may result multiple matching resources which is an error. The id path parameter must
uniquely identify the requested resource.

Status Codes

• 200 OK – OK

• 400 Bad Request – Request not syntactically correct

• 403 Forbidden – Using client generated ID is not supported

• 404 Not Found – Resource not found

• 500 Internal Server Error – Internal server error

PATCH /{category}/{id}
Update defined resource based on given identity.

Parameters

• category (string) – # Brief

Resource category.

• id (string) – # Brief

Resource identity that can be either digest or UUID. Partial identities are allowed but they
may result multiple matching resources which is an error. The id path parameter must
uniquely identify the requested resource.

Status Codes

• 200 OK – OK

• 400 Bad Request – Request not syntactically correct

• 403 Forbidden – Using client generated ID is not supported

• 404 Not Found – Resource not found

• 500 Internal Server Error – Internal server error

GET /{category}/{id}
Search defined resource based on given identity.

Parameters

• category (string) – # Brief

Resource category.
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• id (string) – # Brief

Resource identity that can be either digest or UUID. Partial identities are allowed but they
may result multiple matching resources which is an error. The id path parameter must
uniquely identify the requested resource.

Status Codes

• 200 OK – OK

• 400 Bad Request – Request not syntactically correct

• 404 Not Found – Resource not found

• 500 Internal Server Error – Internal server error

DELETE /{category}/{id}
Delete defined resource based on given identity.

Parameters

• category (string) – # Brief

Resource category.

• id (string) – # Brief

Resource identity that can be either digest or UUID. Partial identities are allowed but they
may result multiple matching resources which is an error. The id path parameter must
uniquely identify the requested resource.

Status Codes

• 204 No Content – Resource deleted

• 400 Bad Request – Request not syntactically correct

• 404 Not Found – Resource not found

• 409 Conflict – More than one resource found

• 500 Internal Server Error – Internal server error

GET /{category}{id}{field}
Get resource attribute.

Parameters

• category (string) – # Brief

Resource category.

• id (string) – # Brief

Resource identity that can be either digest or UUID. Partial identities are allowed but they
may result multiple matching resources which is an error. The id path parameter must
uniquely identify the requested resource.

• field (string) – # Brief

Resource field.

Query Parameters

• sall (array) – # Brief

Search given keywords.
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• stag (array) – # Brief

Limit search to resources that have defined tags.

• sgrp (array) – # Brief

Limit search to resources that are in defined groups.

• digest (array) – # Brief

Limit search to resources that are have given digest.

• uuid (array) – # Brief

Limit search to resources that are have given uuid.

• filter (string) – # Brief

Filter search result with given regexp.

• limit (string) – # Brief

Limit resources in search result.

• fields (array) – # Brief

Limit fields that are returned in result list.

• sort (string) – # Brief

Sort based on defined field.

• offset (string) – # Brief

Offset from the beginning of the search results.

Status Codes

• 200 OK – OK

• 400 Bad Request – Request not syntactically correct

• 404 Not Found – Resource not found

• 500 Internal Server Error – Internal server error

GET /
Server hello

Status Codes

• 200 OK – OK
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CHAPTER 7

Development

7.1 Quick Start

For the development, you can clone the repository and run the setup for Python virtual environment like below:

git clone https://github.com/heilaaks/snippy.git
mkvirtualenv snippy
make install-devel

The basic commands to run and test are:

python3 runner create -c 'docker rm $(docker ps -a -q)' -b 'Remove all docker
→˓containers' -t docker,container,cleanup
make test
make lint
make coverage
make docs
make clean

7.2 Python Virtual Environment

You can install the Python virtual environment wrapper like below:

mkdir -p ${HOME}/devel/python-virtualenvs
sudo pip3 install virtualenvwrapper
virtualenv --version
export WORKON_HOME=${HOME}/devel/python-virtualenvs # Add to ~/.bashrc
export VIRTUALENVWRAPPER_PYTHON=/usr/bin/python3 # Add to ~/.bashrc
source /usr/bin/virtualenvwrapper.sh # Add to ~/.bashrc
mkvirtualenv snippy
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Example commands to operate the virtual environment are below. More information can be found from the Python
virtualenvwrapper command reference documentation.

lssitepackages
lsvirtualenv
deactivate
workon snippy
rmvirtualenv snippy

7.3 Pylint

The Pylint rc file can be generated for the very first time like:

pylint --generate-rcfile > tests/pylint/pylint-snippy.rc

7.4 Apache Bench

# Install testing tools.
dnf install httpd-tools
go get -u github.com/rakyll/hey

# Generate TLS server certificates
openssl req -x509 -newkey rsa:4096 -nodes -keyout server.key -out server.crt -days
→˓356 -subj "/C=US/O=Snippy/CN=127.0.0.1"

# Run HTTP server with sqlite backend with commit
→˓f9f418256fccaf7f4c1ee3651b21044aba9a8948 (v0.10.0 + 20 commits)
docker run -d --net="host" --name snippy heilaaks/snippy:latest --server-host 127.0.0.
→˓1:8080 --defaults
ab -n 10000 -c 1 -k http://127.0.0.1:8080/api/snippy/rest/snippets?limit=20
This is ApacheBench, Version 2.3 <$Revision: 1826891 $>
Copyright 1996 Adam Twiss, Zeus Technology Ltd, http://www.zeustech.net/
Licensed to The Apache Software Foundation, http://www.apache.org/

Benchmarking 127.0.0.1 (be patient)
Completed 1000 requests
Completed 2000 requests
Completed 3000 requests
Completed 4000 requests
Completed 5000 requests
Completed 6000 requests
Completed 7000 requests
Completed 8000 requests
Completed 9000 requests
Completed 10000 requests
Finished 10000 requests

Server Software: gunicorn/19.9.0
Server Hostname: 127.0.0.1
Server Port: 8080

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

Document Path: /api/snippy/rest/snippets?limit=20
Document Length: 31914 bytes

Concurrency Level: 1
Time taken for tests: 45.854 seconds
Complete requests: 10000
Failed requests: 0
Keep-Alive requests: 0
Total transferred: 320920000 bytes
HTML transferred: 319140000 bytes
Requests per second: 218.08 [#/sec] (mean)
Time per request: 4.585 [ms] (mean)
Time per request: 4.585 [ms] (mean, across all concurrent requests)
Transfer rate: 6834.73 [Kbytes/sec] received

Connection Times (ms)
min mean[+/-sd] median max

Connect: 0 0 0.0 0 0
Processing: 4 5 0.5 4 15
Waiting: 4 5 0.5 4 15
Total: 4 5 0.5 4 15
WARNING: The median and mean for the processing time are not within a normal deviation

These results are probably not that reliable.
WARNING: The median and mean for the waiting time are not within a normal deviation

These results are probably not that reliable.
WARNING: The median and mean for the total time are not within a normal deviation

These results are probably not that reliable.

Percentage of the requests served within a certain time (ms)
50% 4
66% 4
75% 4
80% 4
90% 5
95% 5
98% 6
99% 7

100% 15 (longest request)

# Run HTTP server with sqlite backend with commit
→˓f9f418256fccaf7f4c1ee3651b21044aba9a8948 (v0.10.0 + 20 commits)
docker run -d --net="host" --name snippy heilaaks/snippy:latest --server-host 127.0.0.
→˓1:8080 --defaults
/root/go/bin/hey -n 10000 -c 1 http://127.0.0.1:8080/api/snippy/rest/snippets?limit=20

Summary:
Total: 45.1121 secs
Slowest: 0.0142 secs
Fastest: 0.0044 secs
Average: 0.0045 secs
Requests/sec: 221.6700

Total data: 319140000 bytes
Size/request: 31914 bytes

Response time histogram:
0.004 [1] |

(continues on next page)
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0.005 [9974] |
0.006 [6] |
0.007 [6] |
0.008 [3] |
0.009 [3] |
0.010 [4] |
0.011 [2] |
0.012 [0] |
0.013 [0] |
0.014 [1] |

Latency distribution:
10% in 0.0045 secs
25% in 0.0045 secs
50% in 0.0045 secs
75% in 0.0045 secs
90% in 0.0046 secs
95% in 0.0046 secs
99% in 0.0048 secs

Details (average, fastest, slowest):
DNS+dialup: 0.0001 secs, 0.0044 secs, 0.0142 secs
DNS-lookup: 0.0000 secs, 0.0000 secs, 0.0000 secs
req write: 0.0000 secs, 0.0000 secs, 0.0002 secs
resp wait: 0.0044 secs, 0.0043 secs, 0.0140 secs
resp read: 0.0000 secs, 0.0000 secs, 0.0004 secs

Status code distribution:
[200] 10000 responses

# Run HTTPS server with sqlite backend with commit
→˓f9f418256fccaf7f4c1ee3651b21044aba9a8948 (v0.10.0 + 20 commits)
python runner --server-host 127.0.0.1:8080 --server-ssl-cert ./server.crt --server-
→˓ssl-key ./server.key --defaults
/root/go/bin/hey -n 10000 -c 1 https://127.0.0.1:8080/api/snippy/rest/snippets?
→˓limit=20

Summary:
Total: 90.7888 secs
Slowest: 0.0161 secs
Fastest: 0.0088 secs
Average: 0.0091 secs
Requests/sec: 110.1457

Total data: 319140000 bytes
Size/request: 31914 bytes

Response time histogram:
0.009 [1] |
0.010 [9856] |
0.010 [107] |
0.011 [9] |
0.012 [5] |
0.012 [5] |
0.013 [3] |
0.014 [1] |

(continues on next page)
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0.015 [8] |
0.015 [1] |
0.016 [4] |

Latency distribution:
10% in 0.0090 secs
25% in 0.0090 secs
50% in 0.0090 secs
75% in 0.0091 secs
90% in 0.0092 secs
95% in 0.0093 secs
99% in 0.0097 secs

Details (average, fastest, slowest):
DNS+dialup: 0.0052 secs, 0.0088 secs, 0.0161 secs
DNS-lookup: 0.0000 secs, 0.0000 secs, 0.0000 secs
req write: 0.0000 secs, 0.0000 secs, 0.0002 secs
resp wait: 0.0038 secs, 0.0037 secs, 0.0106 secs
resp read: 0.0001 secs, 0.0001 secs, 0.0005 secs

Status code distribution:
[200] 10000 responses

# Run HTTP server with PostgreSQL backend with commit
→˓f9f418256fccaf7f4c1ee3651b21044aba9a8948 (v0.10.0 + 20 commits)
docker run -d --net="host" --name snippy heilaaks/snippy --server-host 127.0.0.1:8080
→˓--storage-type postgresql --storage-host localhost:5432 --storage-database postgres
→˓--storage-user postgres --storage-password postgres --defaults
ab -n 10000 -c 1 -k http://127.0.0.1:8080/api/snippy/rest/snippets?limit=20
This is ApacheBench, Version 2.3 <$Revision: 1826891 $>
Copyright 1996 Adam Twiss, Zeus Technology Ltd, http://www.zeustech.net/
Licensed to The Apache Software Foundation, http://www.apache.org/

Benchmarking 127.0.0.1 (be patient)
Completed 1000 requests
Completed 2000 requests
Completed 3000 requests
Completed 4000 requests
Completed 5000 requests
Completed 6000 requests
Completed 7000 requests
Completed 8000 requests
Completed 9000 requests
Completed 10000 requests
Finished 10000 requests

Server Software: gunicorn/19.9.0
Server Hostname: 127.0.0.1
Server Port: 8080

Document Path: /api/snippy/rest/snippets?limit=20
Document Length: 31914 bytes

Concurrency Level: 1
(continues on next page)
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Time taken for tests: 52.412 seconds
Complete requests: 10000
Failed requests: 0
Keep-Alive requests: 0
Total transferred: 320920000 bytes
HTML transferred: 319140000 bytes
Requests per second: 190.80 [#/sec] (mean)
Time per request: 5.241 [ms] (mean)
Time per request: 5.241 [ms] (mean, across all concurrent requests)
Transfer rate: 5979.51 [Kbytes/sec] received

Connection Times (ms)
min mean[+/-sd] median max

Connect: 0 0 0.0 0 0
Processing: 5 5 0.4 5 21
Waiting: 5 5 0.4 5 21
Total: 5 5 0.4 5 21

Percentage of the requests served within a certain time (ms)
50% 5
66% 5
75% 5
80% 5
90% 5
95% 5
98% 6
99% 7

100% 21 (longest request)

# Run HTTP server with PostgreSQL backend with commit
→˓f9f418256fccaf7f4c1ee3651b21044aba9a8948 (v0.10.0 + 20 commits)
docker run -d --net="host" --name snippy heilaaks/snippy --server-host 127.0.0.1:8080
→˓--storage-type postgresql --storage-host localhost:5432 --storage-database postgres
→˓--storage-user postgres --storage-password postgres --defaults
/root/go/bin/hey -n 10000 -c 1 http://127.0.0.1:8080/api/snippy/rest/snippets?limit=20

Summary:
Total: 52.7001 secs
Slowest: 0.0211 secs
Fastest: 0.0050 secs
Average: 0.0053 secs
Requests/sec: 189.7530

Total data: 319140000 bytes
Size/request: 31914 bytes

Response time histogram:
0.005 [1] |
0.007 [9968] |
0.008 [9] |
0.010 [6] |
0.011 [8] |
0.013 [0] |
0.015 [1] |
0.016 [1] |
0.018 [1] |
0.020 [3] |

(continues on next page)
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0.021 [2] |

Latency distribution:
10% in 0.0051 secs
25% in 0.0052 secs
50% in 0.0053 secs
75% in 0.0053 secs
90% in 0.0054 secs
95% in 0.0054 secs
99% in 0.0058 secs

Details (average, fastest, slowest):
DNS+dialup: 0.0001 secs, 0.0050 secs, 0.0211 secs
DNS-lookup: 0.0000 secs, 0.0000 secs, 0.0000 secs
req write: 0.0000 secs, 0.0000 secs, 0.0002 secs
resp wait: 0.0051 secs, 0.0048 secs, 0.0209 secs
resp read: 0.0000 secs, 0.0000 secs, 0.0003 secs

Status code distribution:
[200] 10000 responses

# HTTP server with PyPy and Sqlite as storage backed (comment psycopg2 out from setup)
sudo pypy -m pip install --editable .[devel]
pypy runner --server-host 127.0.0.1:8080 --defaults
/root/go/bin/hey -n 1000 -c 1 http://127.0.0.1:8080/api/snippy/rest/snippets?limit=20
/root/go/bin/hey -n 1000 -c 1 http://127.0.0.1:8080/api/snippy/rest/snippets?limit=20
/root/go/bin/hey -n 1000 -c 1 http://127.0.0.1:8080/api/snippy/rest/snippets?limit=20
/root/go/bin/hey -n 1000 -c 1 http://127.0.0.1:8080/api/snippy/rest/snippets?limit=20
/root/go/bin/hey -n 1000 -c 1 http://127.0.0.1:8080/api/snippy/rest/snippets?limit=20
/root/go/bin/hey -n 10000 -c 1 http://127.0.0.1:8080/api/snippy/rest/snippets?limit=20
/root/go/bin/hey -n 10000 -c 1 http://127.0.0.1:8080/api/snippy/rest/snippets?limit=20

Summary:
Total: 21.4936 secs
Slowest: 0.0139 secs
Fastest: 0.0017 secs
Average: 0.0021 secs
Requests/sec: 465.2553

Total data: 319140000 bytes
Size/request: 31914 bytes

Response time histogram:
0.002 [1] |
0.003 [9489] |
0.004 [204] |
0.005 [77] |
0.007 [1] |
0.008 [146] |
0.009 [77] |
0.010 [2] |
0.011 [2] |
0.013 [0] |
0.014 [1] |

(continues on next page)
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Latency distribution:
10% in 0.0018 secs
25% in 0.0019 secs
50% in 0.0020 secs
75% in 0.0020 secs
90% in 0.0021 secs
95% in 0.0029 secs
99% in 0.0071 secs

Details (average, fastest, slowest):
DNS+dialup: 0.0001 secs, 0.0017 secs, 0.0139 secs
DNS-lookup: 0.0000 secs, 0.0000 secs, 0.0000 secs
req write: 0.0000 secs, 0.0000 secs, 0.0002 secs
resp wait: 0.0020 secs, 0.0016 secs, 0.0127 secs
resp read: 0.0000 secs, 0.0000 secs, 0.0004 secs

Status code distribution:
[200] 10000 responses

# HTTPS server with PyPy and Sqlite as storage backed (comment psycopg2 out from
→˓setup)
pypy runner --server-host 127.0.0.1:8080 --server-ssl-cert ./server.crt --server-ssl-
→˓key ./server.key --defaults
/root/go/bin/hey -n 1000 -c 1 https://127.0.0.1:8080/api/snippy/rest/snippets?limit=20
/root/go/bin/hey -n 1000 -c 1 https://127.0.0.1:8080/api/snippy/rest/snippets?limit=20
/root/go/bin/hey -n 1000 -c 1 https://127.0.0.1:8080/api/snippy/rest/snippets?limit=20
/root/go/bin/hey -n 1000 -c 1 https://127.0.0.1:8080/api/snippy/rest/snippets?limit=20
/root/go/bin/hey -n 1000 -c 1 https://127.0.0.1:8080/api/snippy/rest/snippets?limit=20
/root/go/bin/hey -n 10000 -c 1 https://127.0.0.1:8080/api/snippy/rest/snippets?
→˓limit=20

Summary:
Total: 108.0445 secs
Slowest: 0.0409 secs
Fastest: 0.0075 secs
Average: 0.0108 secs
Requests/sec: 92.5545

Total data: 319140000 bytes
Size/request: 31914 bytes

Response time histogram:
0.008 [1] |
0.011 [7368] |
0.014 [513] |
0.018 [721] |
0.021 [8] |
0.024 [1377] |
0.028 [9] |
0.031 [1] |
0.034 [0] |
0.038 [1] |
0.041 [1] |

Latency distribution:
10% in 0.0078 secs

(continues on next page)
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25% in 0.0079 secs
50% in 0.0081 secs
75% in 0.0138 secs
90% in 0.0215 secs
95% in 0.0217 secs
99% in 0.0226 secs

Details (average, fastest, slowest):
DNS+dialup: 0.0067 secs, 0.0075 secs, 0.0409 secs
DNS-lookup: 0.0000 secs, 0.0000 secs, 0.0000 secs
req write: 0.0000 secs, 0.0000 secs, 0.0002 secs
resp wait: 0.0039 secs, 0.0021 secs, 0.0180 secs
resp read: 0.0001 secs, 0.0001 secs, 0.0007 secs

Status code distribution:
[200] 10000 responses

# Bench POST with ab.
{"data":[{"type":"snippet","attributes":{"data":["docker rm $(docker ps --all -q -f
→˓status=exited)"],"brief":"testing performance","name":"testing performance","groups
→˓":["default"],"tags":["test","performance"],"links":["https://jsonlint.com/"],
→˓"versions":["ab==1.0"],"filename":"ab.txt"}}]}
ab -p snippet.txt -T application/vnd.api+json -c 1 -n 1000 http://127.0.0.1:8080/api/
→˓snippy/rest/snippets

# Bench POST with hey.
/root/go/bin/hey -m POST -T application/vnd.api+json -D snippet.txt -n 1000 -c 1
→˓http://127.0.0.1:8080/api/snippy/rest/snippets?limit=20

Summary:
Total: 2.8403 secs
Slowest: 0.0255 secs
Fastest: 0.0027 secs
Average: 0.0028 secs
Requests/sec: 352.0781

Total data: 494000 bytes
Size/request: 494 bytes

Response time histogram:
0.003 [1] |
0.005 [994] |
0.007 [3] |
0.010 [0] |
0.012 [0] |
0.014 [0] |
0.016 [0] |
0.019 [0] |
0.021 [1] |
0.023 [0] |
0.025 [1] |

Latency distribution:
10% in 0.0027 secs
25% in 0.0027 secs

(continues on next page)
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50% in 0.0028 secs
75% in 0.0028 secs
90% in 0.0029 secs
95% in 0.0030 secs
99% in 0.0035 secs

Details (average, fastest, slowest):
DNS+dialup: 0.0001 secs, 0.0027 secs, 0.0255 secs
DNS-lookup: 0.0000 secs, 0.0000 secs, 0.0000 secs
req write: 0.0000 secs, 0.0000 secs, 0.0002 secs
resp wait: 0.0027 secs, 0.0026 secs, 0.0246 secs
resp read: 0.0000 secs, 0.0000 secs, 0.0003 secs

Status code distribution:
[409] 1000 responses

/root/go/bin/hey -m POST -T application/vnd.api+json -D snippet.txt -n 1000 -c 1
→˓http://127.0.0.1:8080/api/snippy/rest/snippets?limit=20

Summary:
Total: 2.8316 secs
Slowest: 0.0184 secs
Fastest: 0.0027 secs
Average: 0.0028 secs
Requests/sec: 353.1552

Total data: 494000 bytes
Size/request: 494 bytes

Response time histogram:
0.003 [1] |
0.004 [987] |
0.006 [9] |
0.007 [0] |
0.009 [0] |
0.011 [2] |
0.012 [0] |
0.014 [0] |
0.015 [0] |
0.017 [0] |
0.018 [1] |

Latency distribution:
10% in 0.0027 secs
25% in 0.0027 secs
50% in 0.0028 secs
75% in 0.0028 secs
90% in 0.0029 secs
95% in 0.0030 secs
99% in 0.0045 secs

Details (average, fastest, slowest):
DNS+dialup: 0.0001 secs, 0.0027 secs, 0.0184 secs
DNS-lookup: 0.0000 secs, 0.0000 secs, 0.0000 secs
req write: 0.0000 secs, 0.0000 secs, 0.0003 secs
resp wait: 0.0027 secs, 0.0025 secs, 0.0167 secs

(continues on next page)
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resp read: 0.0000 secs, 0.0000 secs, 0.0003 secs

Status code distribution:
[409] 1000 responses

7.5 Releasing

The are two make targets for release. The prepare-release runs all tests and compiles the release packages. The
release-upload will upload the new release.

The release steps that are automated in Makefile are documented here.

This is a semi automated release process that is not completed. Some of the steps must be executed manually as
instructed below.

7.5.1 Preparations

# Update PyPy dependencies
sudo dnf install pypy3 -y
sudo dnf install pypy3-devel -y
sudo dnf install postgresql-devel -y
sudo dnf update pypy3 -y
sudo dnf update pypy3-devel -y
sudo dnf update postgresql-devel -y

pypy3 -m ensurepip
pypy3 -m pip install --upgrade pip setuptools wheel
pypy3 -m pip install .[tests]

# Manual: Start PostgreSQL.
sudo docker stop postgres
sudo docker rm postgres
sudo docker run -d --name postgres -e POSTGRES_PASSWORD=postgres -p
→˓5432:5432 -d postgres

# Manual: Remove runnning Snippy containers
sudo docker stop snippy
sudo docker rm snippy

# Manual: Start virtual environment.
workon snippy

# Manual: Set the current development version and the new tagged
# versions in Makefile.
DEV_VERSION := 0.10a0
TAG_VERSION := 0.10.0

# Run release preparations.
make prepare-release -s

# Update Python setuptools, wheels and Twine.
make upgrade-wheel -s

(continues on next page)
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# Update version numbers in project. This target fails if
# there are development versions found.
make upgrade-tool-version -s

# Rune automated tests and checks. The server tests are run
# for each storage backend because the server uses the same
# storage as rest of the tests.
make test-release

7.5.2 Run tests with PyPy

# Example installation for Fedora 28.
make clean
make clean-db
dnf install pypy3
dnf install pypy3-devel
dnf install postgresql-devel
make upgrade-wheel PYTHON=pypy3
make install-devel PYTHON=pypy3
pypy3 -m ensurepip
pypy3 -m pip install --upgrade pip setuptools wheel
pypy3 -m pip install --editable .[devel]
pypy3 -m pytest -x ./tests/test_*.py --cov snippy -m "server"
pypy3 runner --help
pypy3 runner import --defaults --all
pypy3 runner --server-host 127.0.0.1:8080 -vv
curl -s -X GET "http://127.0.0.1:8080/api/snippy/rest/snippets?limit=4" -H
→˓"accept: application/vnd.api+json"

7.5.3 Run tests with PostgreSQL

# The test-all target runs test with Sqlite and PostgreSQL.
docker run -d --name postgres -e POSTGRES_PASSWORD=postgres -p 5432:5432 -d
→˓postgres
make clean
make clean-db
make test-all
make test-postgresql

7.5.4 Run tests with HTTP server

# Generate TLS sertificates for server.
openssl req -x509 -newkey rsa:4096 -nodes -keyout server.key -out server.crt
→˓-days 356 -subj "/C=US/O=Snippy/CN=127.0.0.1"
python runner --server-host 127.0.0.1:8080 -vv --server-ssl-cert ./server.
→˓crt --server-ssl-key ./server.key
curl -k -s -X GET "https://127.0.0.1:8080/api/snippy/rest/snippets?
→˓sall=docker&limit=2" -H "accept: application/vnd.api+json"
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7.5.5 Test local installation

make clean
make clean-db
pip uninstall snippy -y
pip install .
snippy --help
snippy search --sall .
snippy import --defaults
snippy import --defaults --solutions
snippy import --defaults --references
snippy search --sall docker
rm -f ${HOME}/devel/temp/snippy.db
snippy import --defaults --storage-path ${HOME}/devel/temp
snippy import --defaults --solutions --storage-path ${HOME}/devel/temp
snippy import --defaults --references --storage-path ${HOME}/devel/temp
snippy --server-host 127.0.0.1:8080 --storage-path ${HOME}/devel/temp &
curl -s -X GET "http://127.0.0.1:8080/api/snippy/rest/snippets?limit=4" -H
→˓"accept: application/vnd.api+json"
pkill snippy

7.5.6 Test docker installation

# Compile docker image.
su
make clean
make clean-db
docker rmi --force $(docker images --filter=reference="*/snippy*:*" -q)
docker rm $(docker ps --all -q -f status=exited)
docker images -q --filter dangling=true | xargs docker rmi
docker images
make docker

# Run CLI commands with docker image.
docker run --rm --env SNIPPY_LOG_JSON=0 heilaaks/snippy --help
docker run --rm --env SNIPPY_LOG_JSON=0 heilaaks/snippy search --sall docker

# Run server with Sqlite database.
docker run -d --publish=127.0.0.1:8080:32768/tcp --name snippy heilaaks/
→˓snippy --defaults -vv
curl -s -X GET "http://127.0.0.1:8080/api/snippy/rest/snippets?sall=docker&
→˓limit=2" -H "accept: application/vnd.api+json"
docker logs snippy
docker stop snippy
docker rm snippy
docker run --env SNIPPY_SERVER_HOST=127.0.0.1:8080 --net=host --name snippy -
→˓-detach heilaaks/snippy --debug
curl -s -X GET "http://127.0.0.1:8080/api/snippy/rest/snippets?sall=docker&
→˓limit=2" -H "accept: application/vnd.api+json"
docker logs snippy
docker stop snippy
docker rm snippy

# Login into Docker image (requires change to Dockerfile).
docker exec -it heilaaks/snippy /bin/sh

(continues on next page)
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cd /
du -ah | sort -n -r | head -n 50
find / -name '*pycache*'

# Run server with PostgreSQL database.
docker run -d --net="host" --name snippy heilaaks/snippy --server-host 127.0.
→˓0.1:8080 --storage-type postgresql --storage-host localhost:5432 --storage-
→˓database postgres --storage-user postgres --storage-password postgres --
→˓defaults --log-json -vv
#docker run -d --publish=8080:8080 --name snippy heilaaks/snippy --storage-
→˓type postgresql --storage-host postgres:5432 --storage-database postgres --
→˓storage-user postgres --storage-password postgres --defaults --log-json -vv
curl -s -X POST "http://127.0.0.1:8080/api/snippy/rest/snippets" -H "accept:
→˓application/vnd.api+json; charset=UTF-8" -H "Content-Type: application/vnd.
→˓api+json; charset=UTF-8" -d '{"data":[{"type": "snippet", "attributes": {
→˓"data": ["docker ps"]}}]}'
curl -s -X GET "http://127.0.0.1:8080/api/snippy/rest/snippets?sall=docker&
→˓limit=2" -H "accept: application/vnd.api+json"
docker logs snippy
docker stop snippy
docker rm snippy

# Login to container to see security hardening and size.
find / -perm +6000 -type f -exec ls -ld {} \;
find / -perm +6000 -type f -exec chmod a-s {} \; || true # Check defang ->
→˓Should return zero files.
du -a -h / | sort -n -r | head -n 20

7.5.7 Create new asciinema

# pip uninstall snippy --yes
deactivate
pip uninstall snippy --yes
make clean-all
pip install . --user

# Clear existing resources.
cd ~/snippy
cp ~/devel/snippy/docs/release/record-asciinema.sh ../
chmod 755 ../record-asciinema.sh
rm -f ../snippy.cast
sudo docker stop snippy
sudo docker rm snippy
rm ./*
clear

# Disable and enable terminal linewrap
printf '\033[?7l'
clear
#printf '\033[?7h'

# Start recording.
asciinema rec ../snippy.cast -c ../record-asciinema.sh

# Play recording.
(continues on next page)
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asciinema play ../snippy.cast

# Upload recording
asciinema upload ../snippy.cast

# Change the README file to link to new asciinema cast.

7.5.8 Test PyPI installation

# Test PyPI installation before official release into PyPI.
> https://testpypi.python.org/pypi
make clean-all
python setup.py sdist bdist_wheel
twine upload --repository-url https://test.pypi.org/legacy/ dist/*
pip uninstall snippy -y
pip3 uninstall snippy -y
pip install --index-url https://test.pypi.org/simple/ snippy
snippy --help
snippy import --defaults --all
snippy search --sall docker
pip uninstall snippy -y
pip3 install --index-url https://test.pypi.org/simple/ snippy
snippy --help
snippy import --defaults --all
snippy search --sall docker
pip3 uninstall snippy -y
pip3 install --user --index-url https://test.pypi.org/simple/ snippy
pip uninstall snippy -y
pip install --user --index-url https://test.pypi.org/simple/ snippy
which snippy
snippy --help
snippy import --defaults --all
snippy search --sall docker
pip3 uninstall snippy -y
pip uninstall snippy -y

7.5.9 Pre-release

1. Verify data in CHANGELOG.rst

1. Update the CHANGELOG.rst release date if needed.

2. Push changes to master.

7.5.10 Release

1. Make tag

git tag -a v0.10.0 -m "Add new release 0.1.0"
git push -u origin v0.10.0

2. Release in PyPI
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make cleana-all
python setup.py sdist bdist_wheel
twine upload dist/*

3. Test PyPI release

sudo pip uninstall snippy -y
pip install snippy --user
snippy --help
snippy import --defaults
snippy import --defaults --solutions
snippy search --sall docker

4. Release in Docker Hub

su
docker rmi --force $(docker images --filter=reference="*/snippy*:*" -q)
docker rm $(docker ps --all -q -f status=exited)
docker images -q --filter dangling=true | xargs docker rmi
docker images
make docker
docker login docker.io
docker tag 86961c480391 docker.io/heilaaks/snippy:v0.10.0
docker tag 86961c480391 docker.io/heilaaks/snippy:latest
docker images
docker push docker.io/heilaaks/snippy:v0.10.0
docker push docker.io/heilaaks/snippy:latest

5. Test Docker release

su
docker rmi --force $(docker images --filter=reference="*/snippy*:*" -q)
docker rm $(docker ps --all -q -f status=exited)
docker images -q --filter dangling=true | xargs docker rmi
docker images
docker pull heilaaks/snippy
docker run heilaaks/snippy:latest --help
docker run heilaaks/snippy:latest search --sall docker
docker run -d --publish=127.0.0.1:8080:32768/tcp --name snippy heilaaks/snippy -vv
curl -s -X GET "http://127.0.0.1:8080/api/snippy/rest/snippets?sall=docker&limit=2
→˓" -H "accept: application/vnd.api+json"
docker stop snippy
docker rm snippy
docker run --env SNIPPY_SERVER_HOST=127.0.0.1:8080 --net=host --name snippy --
→˓detach heilaaks/snippy --debug
curl -s -X GET "http://127.0.0.1:8080/api/snippy/rest/snippets?sall=docker&limit=2
→˓" -H "accept: application/vnd.api+json"
docker stop snippy
docker rm snippy

6. Release news

1. Make new release in Github.
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7.6 Modules

7.6.1 snippy.logger

Description

Logger class offers logger for each caller based on the given module name. The configuration is controlled by global
settings that are inherited by every logger.

The effective log level for all the loggers created under the ‘snippy’ logger namespace is inherited from the root
logger which controls the log level. This relies on that the module level logger does not set the level and it remains
as NOTSET. This causes module level logger to propagate the log record to parent where it eventually reaches the
snippy top level namespace that is just below the root logger.

Design

Note: This chapter describes the Snippy logging design and rules, not the Logger class behaviour.

Note: The are the logging rules that must be followed.

1. Only OK or NOK with cause text must be printed with default settings.

2. There must be no logs printed to user.

3. There must be no exceptions printed to user.

4. Exceptions logs are printed as INFO and all other logs as DEBUG.

5. Variables printed in logs must be separated with colon.

6. All other than error logs must be printed as lower case string.

7. The –debug option must print logs without filters in full-length.

8. The -vv option must print logs in lower case and one log per line.

9. All external libraries must follow the same log format.

10. All logs must be printed to stdout.

Overview

There are two levels of logging verbosity. All logs are printed in full length without modifications with the --debug
option unless the maximum log message length for safety and security reason is exceeded. The very verbose option
-vv prints limited length log messages with all lower case letters.

There are two formats for logs: text (default) and JSON. JSON logs can be enabled with the --log-json option. A
JSON log has more information fields than the text formatted log. When the -vv option is used with JSON logs, it
truncates log message in the same way as with the text logs.

All logs including Gunicorn server logs, are formatted to match format defined in this logger.

All logs are printed to stdout with the exception of command line parse failures that are printed to stdout.

Text logs are optimized for a local development done by for humans and JSON logs for automation and analytics.

There are no logs printed to users by default. This applies also to error logs.
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Timestamps

Timestamps are in local time with text formatted logs. In case of JSON logs, the timestamp is in GMT time zone and
it follows strictly the ISO8601 format. Text log timestamp is presented in millisecond granularity and JSON log in
microsecond granularity.

Python 2 does not support timezone parsing. The %z directive is available only from Python 3.2 onwards. From
Python 3.7 and onwards, the datetime strptime is able to parse timezone in format that includes colon delimiter in
UTC offset.

>>> import datetime
>>>
>>> timestamp = '2018-02-02T02:02:02.000001+00:00'
>>>
>>> # Python 3.7 and later
>>> datetime.datetime.strptime(timestamp, '%Y-%m-%dT%H:%M:%S.%f%z')
>>>
>>> # Python 3 before 3.7
>>> timestamp = timestamp.replace('+00:00', '+0000')
>>> datetime.datetime.strptime(timestamp, '%Y-%m-%dT%H:%M:%S.%f%z')
>>>
>>> # Python 2.7
>>> timestamp = timestamp[:-6] # Remove last '+00:00'.
>>> datetime.datetime.strptime(timestamp, '%Y-%m-%dT%H:%M:%S.%f')

Log levels

The log levels are are from Python logger but they follow severity level names from RFC 5424. There is a custom
security level reserved only for security events.

Operation ID (OID)

All logs include operation ID that uniquely identifies all logs within specific operation. The operation ID must be
refreshed by logger user after each operation is completed or the method must be wrapped with the @Logger.
timeit decorator which takes care of the OID refreshing.

Security

There is a custom security level above critical level. This log level must be used only when there is a suspected security
related event.

There is a hard maximum for log messages length for safety and security reasons. This tries to prevent extremely long
log messages which may cause problems for the server.

Examples

# Variable printed at the end of log message is separated with colon.
2018-06-03 19:20:54.838 snippy[5756] [d] [b339bab5]: configured option server: true

# Variable printed in the middle of log message is separated colons and
# space from both sides. The purpose is to provide possibility to allow
# log message post processing and to parse variables from log messages.
2018-06-03 19:20:54.838 snippy[5756] [d] [b339bab5]: server ip: 127.0.0.1 :and port:
→˓8080

logger: Logging services.
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class snippy.logger.Logger
Global logging service.

classmethod get_logger(name=’snippy.logger’)
Get logger.

A custom logger adapater is returned to support a custom log level and additional logging parameters.

Parameters name (str) – Name of the module that requests a Logger.

Returns CustomLoggerAdapter logger to be used by caller.

Return type obj

classmethod configure(config)
Set and update logger configuration.

The debug and very_verbose options have precedence over the quiet option. That is, either of the
debug options are enabled, the quiet option does not have any effect.

Parameters config (dict) – Logger configuration dictionary.

Examples

>>> Logger.configure({'debug': True,
>>> 'log_json': True,
>>> 'log_msg_max': Logger.DEFAULT_LOG_MSG_MAX,
>>> 'quiet': False,
>>> 'very_verbose': False})

static reset()
Reset log level to default.

static remove()
Delete all logger handlers.

classmethod refresh_oid()
Refresh operation ID (OID).

The OID is used to separate logs within one operation. The helps post-processing of the logs by allowing
for example querying all the logs in failing operation.

classmethod print_stdout(message)
Print output to stdout.

Take care of nasty details like broken pipe when printing to stdout.

Parameters message (str) – Text string to be printed to stdout.

classmethod print_status(status)
Print status information like exit cause or server running.

Print user formatted log messages unless the JSON log formating is enabled. The debug and
very_verbose options have precedence over the quiet option.

If JSON logs are used, the format of the log must always be JSON. This is important for server installation
where post processing of logs might be done elsewhere and incorrectly formatted logs may be discarded
or cause errors.

In order to post process a JSON log, the dictionary structure must always follow the same format. Because
of this, the log is pushed always as a debug level log regardless of the log level to get the formatting done.

Parameters status (str) – Status to be printed on stdout.
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static timeit(method=None, refresh_oid=False)
Time method by measuring it latency.

The operation ID (OID) is refreshed at the end.

Parameters

• method (str) – Name of the method calling the timeit.

• refresh_oid (bool) – Define if operation ID is refreshed or not.

Returns Timeit wrapper function for decorators.

Return type obj

static remove_ansi(message)
Remove all ANSI escape codes from log message.

Parameters message (str) – Log message which ANSI escape codes are removed.

Returns Same log message but without ANSI escape codes.

Return type str

static debug()
Debug Logger by printing logging hierarchy.

class snippy.logger.CustomLoggerAdapter(logger, extra)
Custom logger adapter.

The logging.LoggerAdapter does not support custom log levels and therefore they need to be implemented here.

security(msg, *args, **kwargs)
Customer log level for security events.

Parameters msg (str) – Log message as a string.

class snippy.logger.CustomFormatter(*args, **kwargs)
Custom log formatting.

format(record)
Format log record.

Text logs are optimized for a local development done by for humans and JSON logs for automation and
analytics. Text logs are printed by default unless the log_json option is activated.

The debug option prints logs “as is” in full length unless the log message security limit is reached. Text
logs are pretty printed with the debug option.

The very_verbose option truncates log message to try to keep one log per line for easier reading. The
very verbose option prints the whole log in all lower case letters. The very verbose option is made for a
local development to provide faster overview of logs compared to debug option output.

There is a maximum limitation for log message for safety and security reasons. The security maximum is
tested after the very verbose option because it already truncates the log.

Gunicorn logs have special conversion for info level logs. In order to follow the Snippy logging standard,
which defines the usage of debug level, Gunicorn informative logs are converted to debug level logs.
Warning and error levels do not get converted because in these cases the level is considered relevant for
user.

Parameters record (obj) – Logging module LogRecord.

Returns Log string.
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Return type str

formatTime(record, datefmt=None)
Format log timestamp.

JSON logs are printed in ISO8601 format with UTC timestamps. All other logs are printed in local time
with space between date and time instead of ‘T’ because of better readability.

The ISO8601 formatted JSON timestamp is set in microseconds. It seems that the msecs field of the
logging record contains mseconds as floating point number. It is assumed that the microseconds can be
read by reading three significat digits after point.

Python 2 does not support timezone parsing. The %z directive is available only from Python 3.2 onwards.
From Python 3.7 and onwards, the datetime strptime is able to parse timezone in format that includes
colon delimiter in UTC offset.

Parameters

• record (obj) – Logging module LogRecord.

• datefmt (str) – Datetime format as accepted by time.strftime().

Returns Log timestamp in string format.

Return type str

Examples

>>> import datetime
>>>
>>> timestamp = '2018-02-02T02:02:02.000001+00:00'
>>>
>>> # Python 3.7 and later
>>> datetime.datetime.strptime(timestamp, '%Y-%m-%dT%H:%M:%S.%f%z')
>>>
>>> # Python 3 before 3.7
>>> timestamp = timestamp.replace('+00:00', '+0000')
>>> datetime.datetime.strptime(timestamp, '%Y-%m-%dT%H:%M:%S.%f%z')
>>>
>>> # Python 2.7
>>> timestamp = timestamp[:-6] # Remove last '+00:00'.
>>> datetime.datetime.strptime(timestamp, '%Y-%m-%dT%H:%M:%S.%f')

class snippy.logger.CustomFilter(name=”)
Customer log filter.

filter(record)
Filtering with dynamic operation ID (OID) setting.

Parameters record (obj) – Logging module LogRecord.

class snippy.logger.CustomGunicornLogger(cfg)
Custom logger for Gunicorn HTTP server.

setup(cfg)
Custom setup.

Disable all handlers under the ‘gunicorn’ namespace and prevent log propagation to root logger. The
loggers under the ‘snippy’ namespace will take care of the log writing for Gunicorn server.
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Both Gunicor error and access log categories are printed from the same namespace. In case of
‘snippy.server.gunicorn.error’, informative logs in JSON format would have this in the class name at-
tribute which is considered to be misleading for other than error logs.

Parameters cfg (obj) – The Gunicorn server class Config() object.

snippy.logger.getrandbits(k)→ x. Generates a long int with k random bits.

7.6.2 snippy.cause

Service

Cause class offers storage services for normal and error causes. The causes are stored in a list where user can get all
the failues that happened for example during the operation.

All causes are operated with predefind constants for HTTP causes and short descriptions of the event.

class snippy.cause.Cause
Cause code services.

classmethod reset()
Reset cause to initial value.

classmethod push(status, message)
Append cause to list.

Message will always contain only the string till the first newline. The reason is that the message may be
coming from an exception which message may contain multiple lines. In this case it is always assumed
that the first line contains the actual exception message. The whole message is always printed into log.

Parameters

• status (str) – One of the predefined HTTP status codes.

• message (str) – Description of the cause.

Examples

>>> Cause.push(Cause.HTTP_CREATED, 'content created')

classmethod insert(status, message)
Insert cause as a first cause.

Parameters

• status (str) – One of the predefined HTTP status codes.

• message (str) – Description of the cause.

Examples

>>> Cause.insert(Cause.HTTP_CREATED, 'content created')

classmethod is_ok()
Test if errors were detected.

The status is considered ok in following cases:

1. There are no errors at all.
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2. There are only accepted error codes.

3. Content has been created without internal errors.

The last case is a special case. The problem is that currently the case where multiple contents are imported
when some of them fail due to data already existing is considered successful. That is, user should get OK
when importing a list of data when some of them are already imported. For this reason, the Created is
searched without internal error.

The UUID collision is considered internal error because that field is set by the application.

Returns Define if the cause list can be considered ok.

Return type bool

classmethod http_status()
Return the HTTP status.

classmethod json_message()
Return errors in JSON data structure.

classmethod get_message()
Return cause message.

Cause codes follow the same rules as the logs with the title or message. If there are variables within the
message, the variables are separated with colon. The end user message is beautified so that if there is more
than one colon, it indicates that variable is in the middle of the message. This is not considered good layout
for command line interface messages.

How ever, if there is only one colon, it is used to sepatate the last part which is considered clear for user.

Because of these rules, the colon delimiters are removed only if there is more than one.

Examples

1. cannot use empty content uuid for: delete :operation

2. cannot find content with content uuid: 1234567

classmethod print_message()
Print cause message.

classmethod print_failure()
Print only failure message.

classmethod debug()
Debug Cause.

7.6.3 snippy.config

Service

Global configuration.

class snippy.config.config.Config
Global configuration object.

classmethod init(args)
Initialize global configuration.
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classmethod load(source)
Load dynamic configuration from source.

classmethod reset()
Reset configuration.

classmethod get_collection(update=None)
Get collection of resources.

Read collection of resources from the used configuration source. If a resource update is provided on top
of configured content, the update is merged or migrated on top of the configuration.

Parameters update (Resource()) – Content updates on top of configured content.

Returns Configured content in Collection object.

Return type Collection()

classmethod get_resource(update)
Get resource.

Read a resource from the used configuration source. If an update is provided on top of configured content,
the update is merged or migrated on top of configuration.

Parameters update (Resource()) – Update to be used on top of configuration.

Returns Updated resource.

Return type Resource()

classmethod server_schema()
Get server API validation schema.

Returns Server API schema to validate incoming HTTP requests.

Return type str

classmethod server_schema_base_uri()
Get server API schema base URI.

Returns Path where the API schema is stored in URI format.

Return type str

classmethod get_operation_file(collection=None)
Return file for operation.

Use the resource filename field only in case of export operation when there is a single resource in collection
and when user did not define target file from command line.

If collection is provided with more than one resource, the operation file is still updated. The collection
might be a search result from different category than originally defined.

Parameters collection (Collection) – Resources in Collection container.

Returns Operation filename.

Return type string

classmethod is_supported_file_format()
Test if file format is supported.

classmethod default_content_file(category)
Return default content file.

Parameters category (str) – User defined content category.
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Returns Filename with absolute path.

Return type string

classmethod validate_search_context(collection, operation)
Validate content search context.

classmethod is_search_criteria()
Test if any of the search criterias were used.

static utcnow()
Get UTC time stamp in ISO8601 format.

classmethod debug()
Debug Config.

Do not print any configuration attrubutes from here. Use only the string presentation of the Config class to
print attributes. This is because of security reasons.

7.6.4 snippy.config.source.cli

Service

Command line configuration source.

class snippy.config.source.cli.Cli(args)
Command line argument parser.

7.6.5 snippy.config.source.api

Service

REST API configuration source.

class snippy.config.source.api.Api(category, operation, parameters)
API parameter management.

7.6.6 snippy.config.source.base

Service

Configuration source base class.

class snippy.config.source.base.ConfigSourceBase(derived, parameters=None)
Base class for configuration sources.

init_conf(parameters)
Initialize configuration parameters.

Configuration can be read from command line interface or received from API query. It is also possible
to configure for example server and storage parameters with environment variables. The precedence of
configuration is:

1. Command line option.

2. Environment variable.

3. Hard coded default.

Parameters parameters (dict) – Parameters from configuration source.
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data
Get content data.

brief
Get content brief.

description
Get content description.

name
Get content name.

groups
Get content groups.

tags
Get content tags.

links
Get content links.

source
Get content source.

versions
Get content versions.

filename
Get content filename.

sall
Get ‘search all’ keywords.

scat
Get ‘search categories’ keywords.

stag
Get ‘search tag’ keywords.

sgrp
Get ‘search groups’ keywords.

search_filter
Get search regexp filter.

search_limit
Get search result limit.

search_offset
Get search offset from start.

sort_fields
Get sorted fields.

remove_fields
Get removed fields.

reset_fields
Get reset fields.

run_server
Get bool value that tells if Snippy server is run.
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server_base_path_rest
Get REST API base path.

server_host
Get server host IP and port

identity
Get content identity.

classmethod read_env(option, default)
Read parameter from optional environment variable.

Read parameter value from environment variable or return given default value. Environment variable
names follow the same command line option naming convesion with modifications:

1. Leading hyphens are removed.

2. Option casing is converted to full upper case.

3. Hyphens are replaced with underscores.

4. SNIPPY_ prefix is added,

For example corresponding environment variable for the --server-host command line option is
SNIPPY_SERVER_HOST.

Parameters

• option (str) – Command line option.

• default – Default value.

Returns Same command line option name as received with value.

Return type tuple

classmethod read_arg(option, default, args)
Read command line argument directly from sys.argv.

This is intenden to be used only in special cases that are related to debug options. The debug options are
required for example to print logs before parsing command line arguments.

This function supports only bool and integer values because there are currently no other use cases.

This follows the standard command option parsing precedence:

1. Command line option.

2. Environment variable.

3. Hard coded default.

Parameters

• option (string) – Command line option.

• default – Default value if option is not configured.

• args (list) – Argument list received from command line.

Returns Value for the command line option.

Return type int,bool
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7.6.7 snippy.content.parser

Service

Parser class offers a parser to extract content fields from text source.

class snippy.content.parser.Parser(filetype, timestamp, source, collection)
Parse content attributes from text source.

read()
Read content attributes from text source.

Text source specific parser is run against the provided text string. The text source can be either the tool
specific text or Markdown template.

7.6.8 snippy.content.parsers.base

Service

Content parser base class offers basic parsing methods.

class snippy.content.parsers.base.ContentParserBase
Base class for text content parser.

classmethod format_data(category, value)
Convert content data to utf-8 encoded tuple of lines.

Content data is stored as a tuple with one line per element.

All but solution data is trimmed from right for every line. In case of solution data, it is considered that user
wants to leave it as is. Solutions are trimmed only so that there will be only one newline at the end of the
solution data.

Any value including empty string is considered as a valid data.

Parameters

• category (str) – Content category.

• value (str,list) – Content data in string or list.

Returns Tuple of utf-8 encoded unicode strings.

Return type tuple

classmethod format_string(value)
Convert content string value to utf-8 encoded string.

Parameters value (str,list,tuple) – Content field value in string, list or tuple.

Returns Utf-8 encoded unicode string.

Return type str

classmethod format_search_keywords(value)
Convert search keywords to utf-8 encoded tuple.

If the value is None it indicates that the search keywords were not given at all.

The keyword list may be empty or it can contain empty string. Both cases must be evaluated to ‘match
any’.

Parameters value (str,list,tuple) – Search keywords in string, list or tuple.

Returns Tuple of utf-8 encoded keywords.
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Return type tuple

classmethod format_list(keywords, unique=True, sort_=True)
Convert list of keywords to utf-8 encoded list of strings.

Parse user provided keyword list. The keywords are for example groups, tags search all keywords or
versions. It is possible to use string or list context for the given keywords. In case of list context for the
given keywords, each element in the list is split separately.

The keywords are split in word boundary.

The dot is a special case. It is allowed for the regexp to match and print all records.

Content versions field must support specific mathematical operators that do not split the keyword.

Parameters

• keywords (str,list,tuple) – Keywords in string, list or tuple.

• unique (bool) – Return unique keyword values.

• sort (bool) – Return sorted keywords.

Returns Tuple of utf-8 encoded keywords.

Return type tuple

classmethod format_links(links, unique=True)
Convert links to utf-8 encoded list of links.

Parse user provided link list. Because URL and keyword have different forbidden characters, the methods
to parse keywords are similar but still they are separated. URLs can be separated only with space, bar or
newline. Space and bar characters are defined ‘unsafe characters’ in URL character set [1]. The newline
is always URL encoded so it does not appear as newline.

The newline is supported here because that is used to separate links in text input.

Links are not sorted. The reason is that the sort is done based on content category. The content category is
not know for sure when command options are parsed in this class. For this reason, the sort is always made
later in the Resource when content category is known for sure.

[1] https://perishablepress.com/stop-using-unsafe-characters-in-urls/

Parameters

• links (str,list,tuple) – Links in a string, list or tuple.

• unique (bool) – Return unique keyword values.

Returns Tuple of utf-8 encoded links.

Return type tuple

classmethod format_versions(versions)
Convert versions to utf-8 encoded list of version.

Only specific operators between key value versions are allowed.

Parameters versions (str,list,tuple) – Versions in a string, list or tuple.

Returns Tuple of utf-8 encoded versions.

Return type tuple

classmethod parse_groups(category, regexp, text)
Parse content groups from text string.

There is always a default group added into the content group field.
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Parameters

• category (str) – Content category.

• regexp (re) – Compiled regexp to search groups.

• text (str) – Content text string.

Returns Tuple of utf-8 encoded groups.

Return type tuple

classmethod parse_links(category, regexp, text)
Parse content links from text string.

Parameters

• category (str) – Content category.

• regexp (re) – Compiled regexp to search links.

• text (str) – Content text string.

Returns Tuple of utf-8 encoded links.

Return type tuple

classmethod parse_versions(category, regexp, text)
Parse content versions from text string.

Version strings are validated. Only versions which pass the validation rules are stored. The rules allow
only specific operators between key value pairs.

Parameters

• category (str) – Content category.

• regexp (re) – Compiled regexp to search versions.

• text (str) – Content text string.

Returns Tuple of utf-8 encoded versions.

Return type tuple

classmethod remove_template_fillers(content)
Remove tags and examples from content.

There are examples and tags in content templates that need to be removed before further processing the
content. This method removes all the unnecessary tags and examples that are set to help user to fill a
content template.

The received content can be text for Markdown based.

Parameters content (str) – Content text or Markdown string.

Returns String without content fillers.

Return type str

classmethod to_unicode(value, strip_lines=True)
Convert value to utf-8 coded unicode string.

If the value is already an unicode character, it is assumed that it is a valid utf-8 encoded unicode character.

The conversion quarantees one newline at the end of string.

Parameters
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• value (str,list,tuple) – Value in a string, list or tuple.

• strip_lines (bool) – Defines if all lines are stripped.

Returns Utf-8 encoded unicode string.

Return type str

7.6.9 snippy.content.parsers.text

Service

Content parser for text content.

class snippy.content.parsers.text.ContentParserText(timestamp, text, collection)
Parse content from text template.

read_collection()
Read collection from the given text source.

7.6.10 snippy.content.parsers.mkdn

Service

Content parser for Markdown content.

class snippy.content.parsers.mkdn.ContentParserMkdn(timestamp, text, collection)
Parse content from Markdown template.

read_collection()
Read collection from the given Markdown source.

7.6.11 snippy.content.parsers.dict

Service

Content parser for YAML and JSON content.

class snippy.content.parsers.dict.ContentParserDict(timestamp, dictionary, collec-
tion)

Parse content from dictionary.

read_collection()
Read collection from the given dictionary source.

7.6.12 snippy.storage.storage

Service

Storage class offers database agnosting storage services. This abstracts the actual database solution from rest of the
implementation.

class snippy.storage.storage.Storage
Storage management for content.

create(collection)
Create new content.

Parameters collection (Collection) – Content container to be stored into database.
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search(scat=(), sall=(), stag=(), sgrp=(), search_filter=None, uuid=None, digest=None, iden-
tity=None, data=None)

Search content.

Parameters

• scat (tuple) – Search category keyword list.

• sall (tuple) – Search all keyword list.

• stag (tuple) – Search tag keyword list.

• sgrp (tuple) – Search group keyword list.

• search_filter (str) – Regexp filter to limit search results.

• uuid (str) – Search specific uuid or part of it.

• digest (str) – Search specific digest or part of it.

• identity (str) – Search specific digest or UUID or part of them.

• data (str) – Search specific content data or part of it.

Returns Search result in Collection of content.

Return type Collection

unique_values(field)
Get unique values for given field.

Parameters field (str) – Content field which unique values are read.

Returns List of unique values for give field.

Return type tuple

update(digest, resource)
Update resource specified by digest.

Parameters

• digest (str) – Content digest that is udpated.

• resource (Resource) – A single Resource() container that contains updates.

delete(digest)
Delete content.

Parameters digest (str) – Content digest that is deleted.

export_content(scat=())
Export content.

Parameters scat (tuple) – Search category keyword list.

import_content(collection)
Import content.

Parameters collection (Collection) – Content container to be imported into database.

disconnect()
Disconnect storage.

debug()
Debug storage.
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7.6.13 snippy.storage.database

Service

SqliteDb class offers database implementation for the Storage class.

snippy.storage.database
alias of snippy.storage.database
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CHAPTER 8

License

GNU AFFERO GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 19 November 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU Affero General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
software and other kinds of works, specifically designed to ensure
cooperation with the community in the case of network server software.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast,
our General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to
share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
software for all its users.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you
want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new
free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

Developers that use our General Public Licenses protect your rights
with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer
you this License which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute
and/or modify the software.

A secondary benefit of defending all users' freedom is that
improvements made in alternate versions of the program, if they
receive widespread use, become available for other developers to

(continues on next page)
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incorporate. Many developers of free software are heartened and
encouraged by the resulting cooperation. However, in the case of
software used on network servers, this result may fail to come about.
The GNU General Public License permits making a modified version and
letting the public access it on a server without ever releasing its
source code to the public.

The GNU Affero General Public License is designed specifically to
ensure that, in such cases, the modified source code becomes available
to the community. It requires the operator of a network server to
provide the source code of the modified version running there to the
users of that server. Therefore, public use of a modified version, on
a publicly accessible server, gives the public access to the source
code of the modified version.

An older license, called the Affero General Public License and
published by Affero, was designed to accomplish similar goals. This is
a different license, not a version of the Affero GPL, but Affero has
released a new version of the Affero GPL which permits relicensing under
this license.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of
works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this
License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and
"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work
in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an
exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the
earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based
on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without
permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for
infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a
computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying,
distribution (with or without modification), making available to the
public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other
parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through
a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"
(continues on next page)
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to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible
feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)
tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the
extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the
work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If
the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a
menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

1. Source Code.

The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work
for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source
form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official
standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of
interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that
is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other
than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of
packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major
Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that
Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an
implementation is available to the public in source code form. A
"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component
(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system
(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to
produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all
the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable
work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to
control those activities. However, it does not include the work's
System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free
programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but
which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source
includes interface definition files associated with source files for
the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically
linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,
such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those
subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users
can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding
Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that
same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of
copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated
conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited
permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a
covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

(continues on next page)
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content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your
rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not
convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains
in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose
of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you
with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with
the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do
not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works
for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction
and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of
your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under
the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10
makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological
measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article
11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or
similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such
measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid
circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention
is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to
the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or
modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's
users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of
technological measures.

4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you
receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and
appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;
keep intact all notices stating that this License and any
non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;
keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all
recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,
and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to
produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the
terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified
it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is
(continues on next page)
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released under this License and any conditions added under section
7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to
"keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this
License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This
License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7
additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,
regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no
permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not
invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display
Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive
interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your
work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent
works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,
and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,
in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an
"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not
used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users
beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work
in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other
parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms
of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the
machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,
in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product
(including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the
Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium
customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product
(including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a
written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as
long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product
model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a
copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the
product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical
medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no
more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this
conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the
Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the
written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This
alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and
only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord
with subsection 6b.

(continues on next page)
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d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated
place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the
Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no
further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the
Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to
copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source
may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)
that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain
clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the
Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the
Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is
available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided
you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding
Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no
charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded
from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be
included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any
tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,
or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation
into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product,
doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular
product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a
typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status
of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user
actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product
is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial
commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent
the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,
procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install
and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from
a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must
suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object
code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because
modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or
specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as
part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the
User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a
fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the
Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied
by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply
if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install
modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has
been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a
requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates
for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

(continues on next page)
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the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a
network may be denied when the modification itself materially and
adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and
protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,
in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly
documented (and with an implementation available to the public in
source code form), and must require no special password or key for
unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this
License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.
Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall
be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent
that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions
apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately
under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by
this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option
remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of
it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own
removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place
additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,
for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you
add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of
that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the
terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or
author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal
Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or
requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in
reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or
authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some
trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that
material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of
it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for
any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on
those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further
(continues on next page)
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restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you
received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is
governed by this License along with a term that is a further
restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains
a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this
License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms
of that license document, provided that the further restriction does
not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you
must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the
additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating
where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the
form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;
the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly
provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or
modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under
this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third
paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your
license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)
provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and
finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright
holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means
prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is
reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the
violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have
received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that
copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after
your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the
licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under
this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently
reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same
material under section 10.

9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or
run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work
occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission
to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However,
nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or
modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do
not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a
covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

(continues on next page)
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10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically
receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and
propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible
for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an
organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an
organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered
work results from an entity transaction, each party to that
transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever
licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could
give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the
Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if
the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the
rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may
not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of
rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation
(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that
any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for
sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this
License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The
work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims
owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or
hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted
by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,
but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a
consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For
purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant
patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of
this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free
patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to
make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and
propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express
agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent
(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to
sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a
party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a
patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,
and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone
to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a
publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

(continues on next page)
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then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so
available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the
patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner
consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent
license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have
actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the
covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work
in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that
country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or
arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a
covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties
receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify
or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license
you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered
work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within
the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is
conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are
specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered
work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is
in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment
to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying
the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the
parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory
patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work
conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily
for and in connection with specific products or compilations that
contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,
or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting
any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may
otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a
covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may
not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you
to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey
the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this
License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Remote Network Interaction; Use with the GNU General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, if you modify the
Program, your modified version must prominently offer all users
interacting with it remotely through a computer network (if your version
supports such interaction) an opportunity to receive the Corresponding
Source of your version by providing access to the Corresponding Source
from a network server at no charge, through some standard or customary

(continues on next page)
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means of facilitating copying of software. This Corresponding Source
shall include the Corresponding Source for any work covered by version 3
of the GNU General Public License that is incorporated pursuant to the
following paragraph.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have
permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed
under version 3 of the GNU General Public License into a single
combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this
License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,
but the work with which it is combined will remain governed by version
3 of the GNU General Public License.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of
the GNU Affero General Public License from time to time. Such new versions
will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the
Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU Affero General
Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the
option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered
version or of any later version published by the Free Software
Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the
GNU Affero General Public License, you may choose any version ever published
by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future
versions of the GNU Affero General Public License can be used, that proxy's
public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you
to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different
permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any
author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a
later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY
APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT
HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY
OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM
IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF
ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS
THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY
GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE
USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF
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DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD
PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),
EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided
above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,
reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates
an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the
Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a
copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU Affero General Public License as published
by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU Affero General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Affero General Public License
along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If your software can interact with users remotely through a computer
network, you should also make sure that it provides a way for users to
get its source. For example, if your program is a web application, its
interface could display a "Source" link that leads users to an archive
of the code. There are many ways you could offer source, and different
solutions will be better for different programs; see section 13 for the
specific requirements.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,
if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU AGPL, see
<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
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